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shelter, by Céline claire (read brave picture book)

for kids

As a blizzard approaches, two brother bears seek shelter from the animals of the forest but are
met with suspicion and distrust. Forced to find their own refuge from the snow, the brothers
ultimately extend generosity to a fox family that previously turned them away. This gentle
story challenges us to think about kindness - who gets it, and who doesn’t - and question
our beliefs about what we owe each other. Learn more at ReadBrave.org.

shelter discussion questions
1.

At the beginning of the story, the animals are all getting ready for something. What are they getting
ready for? Why do they need to prepare?

2.

As the bears go from one animal’s house to another, what are they asking for? The animals keeps
turning the bears away, saying that they do not have enough food or space, but is that true? Why are
they unwilling to share with the bears?

3.

How do the bears feel when the other animals keep turning them away and refusing to share? How can
you tell?

4. Do you think the other animals should have treated the bears differently? Why? What should the
animals have done?
5. After the fox den collapses, the foxes ask the bears for help, and Big Brother calls the little fox’s gift
of a lantern generous. What does it mean to be generous? What can you do to be generous in your
community?
6. None of the animals help the bears, but the bears help the foxes when they need it. Why? What does
this tell us about how we want to be treated, and how we should treat others?
7.

With each of the animals, the bears offer to share in exchange for shelter. What does it mean to
share? Remember that we don’t only share things like toys and money - we can also share feelings like
kindness and love. What can you share with others?

8. What do you think happens to the animals after the story ends? What do the bears do? How about the
foxes? Do the animals treat them differently after the storm?
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